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Abstract
Background: Next generation sequencing (NGS) is being increasingly used for the detection and characterization of
pathogens during outbreaks. This technology allows rapid sequencing of pathogen full genomes, useful not only for
accurate genotyping and molecular epidemiology, but also for identification of drug resistance and virulence traits.
Methods: In this study, an approach based on whole genome sequencing by NGS, comparative genomics, and gene
function prediction was set up and retrospectively applied for the investigation of two N. meningitidis serogroup C
isolates collected from a cluster of meningococcal disease, characterized by a high fatality rate.
Results: According to conventional molecular typing methods, all the isolates had the same typing results and were
classified as outbreak isolates within the same N. meningitidis sequence type ST-11, while full genome sequencing
demonstrated subtle genetic differences between the isolates. Looking for these specific regions by means of 9 PCR
and cycle sequencing assays in other 7 isolates allowed distinguishing outbreak cases from unrelated cases.
Comparative genomics and gene function prediction analyses between outbreak isolates and a set of reference
N. meningitidis genomes led to the identification of differences in gene content that could be relevant for pathogenesis.
Most genetic changes occurred in the capsule locus and were consistent with recombination and horizontal
acquisition of a set of genes involved in capsule biosynthesis.
Conclusions: This study showed the added value given by whole genome sequencing by NGS over conventional
sequence-based typing methods in the investigation of an outbreak. Routine application of this technology in clinical
microbiology will significantly improve methods for molecular epidemiology and surveillance of infectious disease and
provide a bulk of data useful to improve our understanding of pathogens biology.
Keywords: Neisseria meningitidis, Whole genome sequencing, Next generation sequencing, capsule locus, Comparative
genomics, 454 pyrosequencing, Meningitis outbreak, Molecular epidemiology, Gene function prediction

Background
The recent success of next generation sequencing technologies (NGS), that are now available in many laboratories and sequencing centers, is deeply impacting our
capability to investigate biological samples in many fields
of research, including microbiology and virology [1,2]. In
this regard, the main applications fostered by NGS are
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the identification of novel pathogens, the metagenomics
analysis of biological and environmental niches, the investigation of transcriptomes, and the characterization
of full-length microbial and viral genomes for a wide
range of purposes, including phylogenetic and epidemiological studies and the characterization of drug-resistant
or immune-escaping mutants [3-6].
For each of these applications, a plethora of bioinformatics tools is available, both academic and commercial,
that has to be applied and coordinated depending on the
specific needs. In this study we report the application of
an analysis pipeline which combines genomic comparative
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analysis and gene function prediction to finely characterize
microbial genomes. The pipeline was applied to the retrospective analysis of a group of Neisseria meningitidis isolates collected during an outbreak. Epidemiological, clinical,
and surveillance data on this outbreak, which occurred in
north-eastern Italy during the 2007–2008 winter and was
characterize by a high fatality rate, have been previously reported [7,8]. The results of this study highlight the essential
contribution of whole genome sequencing, performed by
NGS technology, to distinguish outbreak cases, i.e., related
cases with a common epidemiological source, from clusters
of temporary and geographically proximate but unrelated
cases. In addition, genomic comparative analysis and gene
function prediction led to the identification of genetic
changes in the capsule locus that could have contributed
to pathogenicity.

Methods
N. meningitidis isolates

N. meningitidis isolates of an outbreak which occurred in
Veneto Region (north-eastern Italy) in December 2007January 2008 were collected by local hospital laboratories
and sent to the Regional Reference Laboratory at Padua
University Hospital for confirmation, phenotypic characterization, and molecular typing. The outbreak strains analyzed in the present study included N. meningitidis isolates
from seven patients (mean age 23 year, range 15–33 years)
from a relatively small geographical area, who had disease
onset between December 13, 2007 and January 4, 2008.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
Padova University Hospital (protocol no. 53503).
Phenotypic and genotypic characterization of N.
meningitidis isolates

Serogrouping, which was performed by slide agglutination
using commercial antisera (Remel Europe Ltd, Dartford,
UK), classified all the 7 isolates as serogroup C. All isolates
were fully susceptible to penicillin, rifampicin, ceftriaxone,
and ciprofloxacin. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis analysis
gave the same electrophoresis pattern for all isolates, indicating their relatedness. Molecular characterization by
MLST, performed according to Maiden et al. [9], demonstrated that all isolates belonged to the same sequence
type and clonal complex ST-11 (all isolates had the following MLST alleles: abcZ 2, adk 3, aroE 4, fumC 3, gdh 8,
pdhC 4, pgm 6). In addition, sequencing of N. meningitidis
PorA variable regions 1 and 2 [10] confirmed that all isolates had the same PorA subtype 5–1, 10–8.
Whole genome sequencing of N. meningitidis isolates by
454 pyrosequencing

Whole genome sequencing of two N. meningitidis isolates,
the index case (named K1207) and the last case (named
S0108) of the outbreak, was performed with the objective
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of confirming their relatedness and to detect genetic differences between the two strains that could have occurred
during the short period of the outbreak. The draft genome
sequences of these two N. meningitidis isolates were reported in a previous announcement [11].
Genomic DNA was purified from meningococcal isolates using a phenol-chloroform-based method.
Sequencing was performed using a Roche 454 Life
Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX platform following the
manufacturer’s instructions (Roche 454 Life Sciences,
Branford, CT, USA). For each sample, 2 different libraries
were prepared, a shotgun and a 3 kb paired-end, starting
from 5 μg of genomic DNA. The shotgun library was prepared as follows: after nebulization, purification and adaptors ligation, DNA fragments were clonally amplified using
the Emulsion PCR Kit I (Roche). For the preparation of
the paired end library, genomic DNA was fragmented by
hydrodynamic shearing, followed by a size selection step,
hairpin adaptors ligation and circularization of fragments.
From this step the procedure was similar to the shotgun
one, consisting in the nebulization of circular molecules,
paired end adaptors ligation and amplification of the library.
The clonal amplification was carried out using the Emulsion PCR Kit II (Roche). Sequencing was performed on a
GS FLX instrument, using the Standard LR70 Sequencing
Kit (Roche). Images were processed using the runAnalysisPipe and runAnalysisPipePairedEnd commands provided
with the DataProcessing package (Roche). With respect to
the previous genome announcement [11], we performed a
new de novo assembly with the most recent version of the
Newbler software (v.2.6), which is more effective and produces a smaller number of contigs with respect to older
versions [12].
Gene identification and comparison between the two
N. meningitidis genomes and comparison with FAM18
reference genome

The assembled sequences of K1207 and S0108 isolates
were compared to each other and with the most similar
genome among those already available in RefSeq database,
i.e., the FAM18 strain genome (NC_008767). Whole genome level comparison was made with MUMmer3.23 package, to investigate possible large recombination events.
To compare the CDS content between K1207 and
S0108 genomes an approach to find the reciprocal blast
best hits was implemented. This method is widely used
to identify the coding sequences that are supposed to be
“orthologs”. The following steps were performed:
– download of protein sequences of genes annotated
on each of the following complete N. meningitidis
genomes, spanning different serogroups: FAM18
(NC_008767) and 053442 (NC_010120) from
serogroup C, Z2491 (NC_003116) from serogroup
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–
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A, MC58 (NC_003112) from serogroup B and the
capsule null strain alpha14 (NC_013016), for which
the serogroup cannot be defined.
clustering of protein sequences from the previous
step at 90% of sequence identity, using cd-hit
[13,14], in order to eliminate redundancy and create
a reference proteome.
de novo gene prediction on isolates K1207 and
S0108 using Glimmer3.02 [15] and extraction of the
corresponding protein sequences.
search of protein sequences belonging to each isolate
against this reference proteome using blastp [16];
since all analyzed protein sequences belong to the
same species, only matches with at least 90% of
sequence identity and covering at least 90% of
sequence length were considered. The threshold was
chosen after testing different cutoff values: relaxing
this parameter did not produce substantial changes in
the number of shared CDSs, while tightening the
percentage identity cutoff resulted in a rapid decrease
in the number of shared CDSs (see Additional file 1:
Figure S1). Nonetheless, this high stringency led to the
loss of many similar genes whose function is identical.
starting from blastp output, a table of matches was
created in which, for each protein, “0” or “1”
indicated its absence or presence in the different
genomes. From this table it was possible to extract
different lists of genes, common to both genomes,
or specific to one or another.

To better characterize the differences between the two
isolates, function prediction of unknown genes was done:
– genes with unknown function were analyzed by
means of the function prediction tool Argot2
[17-19]. This algorithm was developed by our
bioinformatics group and allows to retrieve scored
GO annotations for a given gene or CDS, starting
from its nucleotide or protein sequence.
The workflow of the analysis pipeline is summarized
in Figure 1.
Validation of genetic differences among N. meningitidis
isolates by target-specific PCR and cycle sequencing

Some of the genes found to be present in only one of the
two N. meningitis isolates were selected for validation with
target-specific PCR and conventional cycle sequencing. A
detailed list of investigated genes is reported in Table 1,
along with brief gene function descriptions. These genes
were also screened in the other five N. meningitidis isolates
from the outbreak and in sporadic N. menigitidis isolates,
with identical multilocus sequence type and porA genotype,
which were collected in Veneto Region in 2007 and 2008.
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Results
Pyrosequencing results

The index and the last cases of a Neisseria meningitidis
outbreak, named K1207 and S0108 respectively, were sequenced in a 454 FLX platform. For K1207 genome, a
total of 257,909 shotgun reads were obtained, with average
length of 237 bases, and 63,593 paired end reads with an
average distance of 3,113 nucleotides. For genome S0108,
the shotgun reads obtained were 241,983 with an average
length of 235 bases, while paired end reads were 50,658
with an average distance of 2560 bases. The average depth
was 27 to 28 fold for both genomes. Raw reads were assembled with Newbler2.6.
Characteristics of sequenced genomes and plasmids of
N. meningitidis isolates

The genome sequences of the two N. meningitidis serogroup C ST-11 isolates were very similar to N. meningitidis serogroup C FAM18 strain, which is a representative of
the ST-11/ET-37 clonal complex and whose sequence is
completely finished and deposited in RefSeq (NC_008767).
A deeper analysis revealed that the two isolates belonged to
the ET-15 variant of the ST-11 complex, as demonstrated
by the presence of the IS1301 insertion element [20] and
the ET-15 fumarate hydratase gene [21].
The sequence of a 7-kb plasmid, identical in both isolates and very similar to pJS-B (RefSeq accession number
NC_004758) was also obtained. Draft genome sequences
have been deposited in GenBank (accession numbers
ADWM02000000 and ADWN02000000 for K1207 and
S0108, respectively).
Comparison of N. meningitidis serogroup C genomes
through analysis of their coding sequence content

To screen for the presence of genetic variations between
the two isolates, the K1207 and S0108 genomes were
compared by assessing their coding sequence (CDS) content, looking for shared and genome-specific CDSs. The
latter were defined as CDSs for which a reciprocal match
between the two isolates was not detected. Following
the criteria described in the methods section, 2011 CDSs
were identified as present in both genomes, 11 CDSs
were exclusively present in K1207 genome, while 10
CDSs were present in S0108 genome only. Since most
unique CDSs encoded hypothetical proteins of unknown function, we performed a function prediction step
by using Argot2 webservice, an in-house developed tool
[17-19]; the complete report of predicted functional annotations is available in Additional file 1: Figure S1. These
genes were predicted to encode proteins belonging to the
membrane compartment, involved in capsular polysaccharide biosynthetic process, or adhesins and transport
proteins.
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Figure 1 Analysis algorithm. Diagram of the analysis workflow applied to the investigation of a meningitis outbreak based on genomic
comparative analysis and gene function prediction.

Screening for genetic differences in other N. meningitidis
serogroup C ST-11 isolates of the outbreak

Since the dissimilarities between the two N. meningitidis
isolates could be the result of genetic variations of the same
strain within the outbreak, we selected a subset of these differences for further investigation and validation by using
target-specific PCR and cycle sequencing. This analysis was
performed in the two sequenced N. meningitidis K1207 and
S0108 strains for confirmation and in the other five isolates
of the outbreak (i.e., isolates B-F in Table 1), as well as in
other two ST-11 isolates (i.e., isolates A and G in Table 1),
which were collected from sporadic meningitis cases that
occurred in the same area in November 2007 and in April
2008. The results of this analysis confirmed findings provided by NGS and bioinformatics comparison for the
K1207 and the S0108 isolates and, unexpectedly, they demonstrated that the S0108 isolate did not belong to the outbreak cluster. In fact, while the other five isolates from the
same outbreak shared the same sequences of the outbreak
index case K1207, the CDSs of S0108 were found in the
strains isolated from sporadic meningitis cases, but differed
from those of the outbreak isolates (Table 1). Thus, these
results demonstrate that the outbreak was caused by the
K1207 strain, while the S0108 strain was circulating in the
same region during the same season and caused sporadic
meningitis cases.
Analysis of the capsule locus

Comparison among K1207, S0108, and FAM18 N. meningitidis genomes at whole genome level and for CDS content
demonstrated that most genetic variations occurred in the

capsule locus. The results of whole genome comparison between K1207 and S0108 are illustrated in Figure 2, where
an inversion in the capsule locus of S0108 is demonstrated.
The whole genome alignment is shown with a dot plot
matrix, where a dot is drawn each time there is a match between two regions of the genomes. Ideally, a perfect alignment would result in a continuous diagonal line from the
start to the end of genomes; the presence of a chromosome
inversion is highlighted by a break in the diagonal, with the
change in dots direction indicating an inverse complement
alignment. A map summarizing genetic changes among
K1207, S0108 and FAM18 genomes is shown in Figure 3,
where the blue chiasma indicates the same inversion
present in S0108 with respect to FAM18.
The K1207 genome had remarkable changes in CDS
content and nucleotide sequence of the capsule locus in
comparison with both S0108 and FAM18 strains, which
were consistent with multiple events of recombination
and horizontal gene transfer. Genetic variations in the
capsule locus of K1207 affected (i) the refB gene, which
had a deletion in 3′, (ii) the duplicated galE-rfbBAC operon (for lipooligosaccharide biosynthesis) and the downstream lipAB operon (for phospholipid modification of the
capsular polysaccharide, required for its translocation to
the cell surface), which had genes with markedly different
nucleotide sequences and the insertion of novel CDSs (i.e.,
SacB, which we predicted to encode a polysaccharide
phosphotransferase, and rfbC/D which encodes a TDPdeoxymannose-dehydratase); (iii) and the oatC gene (that
encodes polysialic acid-specific O-acetyltransferase), which
was interrupted by the insertion of a mobile element of the

N. meningitidis serogroup C isolates
CDS ID

A

K1207

B

C

D

E

F

S0108

G

Nov 2007

Dec 2007

Dec 2007

Dec 2007

Dec 2007

Dec 2007

Dec 2007

Jan 2008

Apr 2008

GI:352289428 (SacB, capsular polysaccharide phosphotransferase)

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

GI:254805876 (putative endonuclease)

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

K1207-specific CDSs

GI:388935 (TDP-deoxymannose-dehydratase)

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

GI:254673887 (lipA5, capsule polysaccharide modification protein)

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

GI:254671124 (hypothetical protein)

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-
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Table 1 Gene-specific PCR and Sanger sequencing validation of differences detected by NGS

S0108-specific CDSs
GI:121635673 (putative pilin)

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

GI:254673874 (hypothetical protein)

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

GI:254671515 (LipA, Capsule polysaccharide export protein)

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

GI:385323246 (hypothetical protein)

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

MLST

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

ST-11/ET-37

PorA VR1/2

P1.5-1, 10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

P1.5-1,10-8

+ present, by PCR; - not present, by PCR.
The target CDSs that were specifically detected in the K1208 and S0108 genomes by 454 pyrosequencing were validated by means of PCR and Sanger sequencing. Then, they were searched also in N. meningitidis
isolates A-G, which represent all the N. meningitidis serogroup C isolates classified as ST-11/ET-15 that were collected in Veneto Region in 2007–2008. Isolates B-F show the same pattern of K1207 and are classified as
“outbreak cases”; isolates A and G are sporadic cases and are similar to S0108.
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Figure 2 Genome-wide comparison of samples K1207 and S0108. Whole genome alignment between isolate K1207 vs. isolate S0108. The
inset highlights the 20 Kb inversion in the capsule locus region between the two isolates. The dot plot was generated with MUMmer3.23 (http://
mummer.sourceforge.net) and indicates matching sequences in forward and reverse direction.

IS4 transposase family. Search in the GenBank database
demonstrated that the SacB gene was present only in the
genome of the carriage N. menigitidis strain alpha275
(Genbank AM889138), but not in pathogenic strains. In
addition, we found this gene also in Neisseria mucosa, suggesting that the rearranged region of the capsule locus in
K1207 might have been acquired by horizontal gene

transfer from nonpathogenic meningococci or other commensal Neisseria species.
The CDS content of the S0108 genome showed a high
degree of similarity with FAM18 genome, with the exception of a large inversion in the capsule locus of a region of
approximately 20 Kb included between the duplicated
rfbC and rfbC2 genes (Figures 2 and 3). In addition, the

Figure 3 Capsule locus modifications. Map of the capsule locus of K1207 and S0108 N. meningitidis isolates in comparison with FAM18 strain.
Changes in CDS content between K1207 and FAM18 are highlighted in yellow, with the percentage similarity of amino acid sequences reported
in parenthesis; the 20 kb inversion in the S0108 genome is indicated in blue.
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nucleotide sequence of the rfbC2 gene in the FAM18 genome was different from the corresponding gene in K1207
and S0108 genomes.

Discussion
In this study, an approach based on whole genome sequencing by NGS technology, comparative genomics, and
gene function prediction was set up and applied to investigate N. meningitidis isolates, collected during an outbreak,
that appeared identical by standard molecular typing
methods based on PFGE, MLST, and porA VR1/VR2 sequencing. Whole genome sequencing demonstrated genetic changes between the fully sequenced isolates: then, a
specific PCR based strategy applied to other samples from
the same outbreak, followed by Sanger sequencing, allowed to distinguish outbreak cases from other temporal
and geographically proximate but unrelated cases. This
approach was designed in order to be feasible with a small
budget. Nonetheless, the continuous decrease of sequencing costs, due to the improvement in the throughput of
existing sequencing platforms and the simultaneous development of new technologies, will probably foster a wider
employ of next generation sequencing in diagnostics and
surveillance activities.
Comparative genomics analysis led to the identification
and characterization of genetic differences among strains
that might have been relevant for virulence and pathogenicity. In fact, in comparison with the N. meningitidis serogroup C ST-11/ET-37 reference strain FAM18 and with
the S0108 isolate, the hyper-virulent K1207 outbreak isolate had marked changes in the capsule locus, consistent
with recombination and horizontal acquisition of a set of
genes involved in capsule biosynthesis from other meningococci. Although experimental verification is required,
we hypothesize that these genetic changes might have enhanced transmissibility and invasiveness or even changed
antigens involved in host immunity. In this regard, acquisition of novel genotypes at antigen-encoding loci has been
reported to be probably the mechanism of emergence of
hyper-virulent N. meningitidis ST-11 complex strains [22].
Homologous recombination and horizontal gene transfer
are quite common in pathogenic N. meningitidis strains
[23] and frequently affect virulence genes, including the
capsule biosynthesis locus which may cause capsule switching [24], genes targeted by vaccines, and antibiotic susceptibility genes [25]. Considering this high variability, the
conventional genotyping methods that are used to investigate outbreaks and to monitor the circulation of new variants of hyper-virulent strains may not be accurate enough.
Several recent studies have demonstrated the power of
whole genome sequencing by NGS technology to improve
the identification of the geographical and evolutionary origin of an outbreak and to distinguish cases that belong to
the outbreak from cases that do not [26].
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The application of NGS technologies for the investigation of outbreaks in real time is becoming feasible thanks
to the development of semi-automatic pipelines, as proposed in some recent publications [27-29]. In particular,
Vogel et al. [27] demonstrated how to apply NGS in clinical practice, focusing on target genes of conventional typing methods (i.e., MLST, porA and fetA typing) and
antimicrobial resistance gene testing (i.e., penA and rpoB).
This approach can be expanded, as shown by Jolley et al.
[28,29], on different subsets of genes, including the standard MLST loci, the ribosomal genes, personalized lists
of specific loci, and whole sets of loci annotated on a
complete reference genome. Such tools, which come along
web platforms and interactive easy-to-use interfaces, are
certainly essential instruments that will allow the introduction of whole genome sequencing in diagnostic routine. Instead, a limitation of their application in research is
the capability to identify new determinants, not yet known
and annotated [3]. The function prediction step integrated in our approach can provide valuable information
to improve our understanding on unknown features, such
as horizontal gene transfer and genome rearrangements.
Though requiring experimental validation, these predictions could be useful to drive the experimental design and
produce annotations: this new information will, on the
one hand, enrich public databases and increase our knowledge about bacterial biodiversity and pathogenic mechanisms, and on the other hand it will be available for future
routine diagnostic access.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study represents a practical example on
the application of NGS technology to the investigation of
an outbreak and how this technology may be helpful in the
identification of outbreak cases with a direct clinical impact
on the containment measures being taken. This study also
shows how the avalanche of genomic information provided
by NGS technology and bioinformatics analysis may contribute to our understanding of human pathogens.
Additional file
Additional file 1: Figure S1. GO function predictions for proteins
specific to one of the two isolates. Complete list of GO terms predicted
with Argot2 webserver [30].
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